It is great to see parents matched to other parents so that they get the support they need to meet their child’s needs. You’ve heard it takes a village to raise a child, but with Parent to Parent it takes team work for some parents to be matched. Judy Campbell our new Northwest Regional Coordinator found a great team mate with Carmen Krawczak from the South Central region in making a match for Juli Baumgarner. Her child had a rare condition that we did not have anyone in our database to match her with. Carmen helped Judy in getting an out of network match for this family. Here is what Juli has to say in her own words:

“My experience with PtP has been very helpful. I have been connected with other parents in similar situations, and when a parent could not be found in PA who had a child with the same diagnosis, my PtP coordinator was persistent until she found a great match with another parent in TX. I now have both a parent and a family connection with the TX parent. It is great to be able to share questions and ideas with a parent in the same situation!” Juli Baumgarner

It is a privilege to connect one parent to another to get the support they need! Parent to Parent thrives on meeting family’s needs one family at a time.